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Fund managers have never been more optimistic on recovery Surge in metal and energy prices driven by recovery hopes

Source: BofA Jan 2020 Fund Manager Survey

Record investor optimism on a recovery as metal & energy prices 
surge
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Vaccines, Biden and a Brexit deal lower uncertainty… Driving manufacturing surveys close to 20 year highs

Global uncertainty falling as the new US Administration 
finds it’s feet 
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Bond yields rise and the yield gap widens 2020 market performance driven by multiple expansion

So will rising bond yields spoil the equity party?
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2020-21 UK Budget Deficit forecast to reach 19% of GDP – levels only previously seen in times of war

Source: Bank of England, OBR Jan 2021

1. The impact of the virus on public finances is like a war – this 
makes negative real interest rates a necessity
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2. Policy makers have committed to allow economies to run hot
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US inflation will climb temporarily as oil prices rise

“The Committee seeks to achieve 
inflation that averages 2 percent over 

time, and therefore judges that, 
following periods when inflation has 
been running persistently below 2 

percent, appropriate monetary policy 
will likely aim to achieve inflation 

moderately above 2 percent for some 
time”

US Federal Reserve 

Jan 26 2021



The recent rise in energy prices will push UK inflation to 2% Severe damage to UK Services will cap price pressures

Bank of England Monetary Policy Report Jan 2021

3. In the UK the inflation risks are broadly balanced
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Workers with less education, youth, women and those informally employed have suffered disproportionate loss

Source: IMF Jan 2021 – Youth are 15-24 years old & prime age are 25-54 years

4. There is a powerful need for policy makers to ‘level up’ & help 
those in society most impacted by the pandemic
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Emerging Markets lead a global equity surge - bonds fade - UK equity recovery begins

Equity rally continues on election, Brexit and vaccine news Volatility still stubbornly high

Markets 2020 to date
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Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited 
liability partnership registered in England & Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111. 

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. The information on 
which the document is based has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, and in good faith, but we have not
independently verified such information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy. All
expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. 

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally 
invested. This can be as a result of market movements and also of variations in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance 
is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated. 

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra Sarasin group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever 
for any consequential loss of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should 
not be regarded as a substitute for the exercise by the recipient of his or her own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person 
connected with it may act upon or make use of the material referred to herein and/or any of the information upon which it is based, prior 
to publication of this document. If you are a private investor you should not rely on this document but should contact your professional 
adviser. 

© 2021 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & 
Partners LLP.
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